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Context specific comments

Though sometimes breached in this presentation, common sense sets limits on how detailed a 

slide can be. A bit unfair but useful trick is to hide extra information in pop-up boxes like this one.

• When this extra is linked to a particular item or phrase, you can access it via a green button 

right in place.

• The pop-up disappears on click.

Well, full comprehension of certain comments or slide notes may take an effort. I hope this effort 

will deepen your understanding of the main text and may help in remembering the concepts later.

Notes

Some slides contain additional notes.

These are either less important (or assumed to be better known) or too technical – so mostly 

skipped for live presentation.

However for offline reading you may consider them 

useful – some acronyms and terms are only explained

in the notes, actually.
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Note the absence of corporate bonds

• They obviously don’t qualify as “risk free” in any market.

• For the region considered in the presentation, corporate bonds – especially if we exclude 

companies with substantial governmental share – contribute small to the typical investment 

mix.
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On the appropriateness of interbank rates

We can’t avoid mentioning

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libor_scandal

We may see that distortion actually came from unbalanced swap positions where the gross total 

notional was beyond $100 trillion (1014), i.e. six times the total combined public debt of the US. In 

some sense, the market was too deep.

Still it is the closest in concept to ‘market’ rate.
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Central bank rates

• Many names, content may show minor alterations: central bank deposit rate, overnight (policy) 

rate, key (policy) rate, base rate.

• Some central banks also declare(d in the past) a benchmark interest rate – not even tied to 

actual assets.

• Risk free (or very close to that) within the available investment horizon – but that is very short 

for an insurance savings investment pool.

• Direct derivatives trading, if any, is minimal.
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Interest rate swap as a product

• For our scope: fixed-for-floating IRS, same currency.

• Construct: predefined, fixed regular payment is traded for regular payment of a varying amount. 

Floating leg is linked to a traded, liquid, observable measure, e.g. 3-months LIBOR rate.

• Swaps trade ‘in par’, i.e. with no up front payment – implies a market consensus on ‘expected 

average’ of the floating payment.

• Swaps are often liquid enough (both sides) to allow for low tolerance hedging of exposure to 

the floating instrument, thus allowing for a no-arbitrage calibration argument. For currencies 

where multiple interest rate swap instruments are available, the one to use is the one with the 

most relevant underlier for investment (and hedging) of the core business.  

Naming

• Payer / receiver is named by who pays / gets fixed amount.

• ‘Long swap’ position is (rather) that of the receiver. This convention is not uniform, for 

disambiguation one can say ‘long LIBOR-3M’.

Risk free rate curve construction

For the sake of precision: swaps are not really meaningful for short terms. So the short end of the 

yield curve is rather taken from direct IB data, not swap transactions. In general this barely 

matters, but for the CRA (credit rating adjustment, see more at the end of the appendix) some care 

might need to be taken.
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Repo transaction

• A has an asset and needs cash, C has cash

• A sells the asset to C for price P...

• and they agree to revert it in the future at the preset price P+i
(‘same or similar’ – C may even sell it in between)

• i is actually the interest on P

• C has more legal protection against the default of A than in a collateralized loan
owns the asset

• risk to C: A defaults and the asset value drops
loses P+i, has only the asset

• risk to A: C defaults and the asset value increases
loses asset earning, has only P+i

• fairly symmetric exposure so no material risk charge on either side

• some liquidity charge credited to C

Repo rate as risk free for insurers?

• implies insurer’s role is ‘C’

• some other asset needs to be involved to earn this – constrains market liquidity

• C has to have large liquid position – exactly not what traditional reserves have

• not a good replication instrument

OIS swap as a product

• Practically no default risk in underlier (fixed-for-float swap has some).

• Swap: daily margining is common, so no default risk for the construct either.

• Note: LIBOR – OIS spread is widely understood as a banking system health indicator (captures expectations on 
short term bank defaults, plus liquidity charge).

Repo rate as risk free for insurers?

• Actually used as valuation curve for EQ derivatives on markets where the margin account balance accrues 
overnight rate.

• Yet to us, replication argument would mean:

• Insurers (all) hold reserves on cash account (or central bank deposit) and add OIS swaps to secure long term 
returns.

• Beyond accounting artifacts, this would impose major liquidity (capital) strain on the banking system and could 
even shift the market from the state we experience now.

• OK, not a perfect no-go per our argumentation, but not a straight story for sure. We don’t research this deeper. 

See also: http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/es/08/ES0825.pdf
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Actual swap prices

The point here is the narrow spreads.

• These still seem to be ‘shop window’ prices – liquid points (short term), wholesale clients can 

rather get 1-2 bps (esp. in liquid times).

• Bid/ask difference might be about 5 times larger for CEE currencies.

• This particular source exposes historical quotes back to some 4 years and the gaps are fairly the 

same – i.e. already in the beginning of 2010. Partly because this is an ‘upper bound’ gap, partly 

because such a list is still not a trading record that fully reflects the underlying availability.

I did not seek up the exact content behind these rates. You may research further at the address 

below if you wish:

http://markets.ft.com/RESEARCH/markets/DataArchiveFetchReport?Category=BR&Type=ICAP&Dat

e=01/29/2014
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Rates history

This chart aims to build an impression (and not an understanding) of the interest rate and 

government spread history of some CEE countries. For comparison, AT, DE and GR were added.
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Public debt chart

• More than 50% share of external creditors for HU, PL and RO indicates possible exposure to 

global liquidity trends and chance for FX risk premium. 

• Yet neither of the two indicators gives a perfect cause for volume and risk in the interest rate 

and the spread (of course). E.g.:

• AT also has high debt/GDP and high share of external creditors in that debt. (External 

has the same currency as internal.)

• For RO note the IMF deals as of 2009 which also imply less risk than typical market 

financing.
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Investment mix summary (PL)

• 60%+ in sovereign debt

Issued or guaranteed; also includes international organizations where Poland is member.

• 6% other bonds (listed, unlisted)

• 20% deposits with credit institutions

• 10% open end investment funds

Source: summary from Polish regulator (life insurance total, value covering technical provisions).

See also the reference portfolio compositions in LTGA  TS Appendix 1 – CCP adaptation calibration.

Solvency II risk measures

• IR shock is a simple multiplier

• varies per tenor but not by country and not over time

• has small impact if rates are already low

• persistency capital includes mass lapse shock
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Asset valuation

• short description

Market value of assets is obtained by discounting notional cash flows with risk free + spread.

• more precisely

Recognition of spread is based on how MVA can only be reconciled if, when discounting 

notional cash flows, we augment the discount rates. So observed MVA is the cause and not the 

consequence of the spread.
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Explanation

• We take a very simple insurance portfolio with profit sharing:

• no future premium inflow, no decrements;

• no expenses, commission, capital costs, taxes

(or these are evaluated in a later step, against the margin).

• The investment portfolio is ‘perfectly matched’.

• It comprises of (copies of) a single coupon bond with 5 years outstanding term (6% coupon 

rate), book value = notional (= 1 000 to keep it simple).

• After each year the investment return is used to finance the guaranteed TIR (3%) and the 

profit sharing, the latter being 60% of the excess yield.

• The liability maturity is paid out from the asset maturity.

• The current risk free rate is 2% for all tenors and the bond trades at its notional value. (If it was 

risk free, it’s value should be 1 189!).

• In a traditional FDE (free distributable earnings) view:

• The insurer’s margin is 12 of the notional each year.

• In present value, this is 57, equals PV@rf(asset CF) less PV@rf(liability CF).

• In a market consistent balance sheet view (and no liability adjustment):

• The market value of assets is 1000 for notional of 1000.

• Thus the spread must be ≈4%

• The liabilities are still worth 1 132 in PV so the net position is

–132 = PV@rf+spread(asset CF) less PV@rf(liability CF).
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Granularity of discount rate (adjustment)

• As the discount rate is the cornerstone of risk neutral valuation, any adjustment to the discount 

rate can only apply to a full calculation run and to all cash flows of the affected run.

• Things that are discounted differently – e.g. products qualifying for different amount of 

adjustment – can only be combined on t=0 present value terms. Future figures on different 

calibration are not interchangeable by any means.

• If different asset mix implies different adjustment, the respective portfolios need to be split 

for any calculations. ‘Split’ in any other way than feeding different inputs (different scenario 

sets) is cumbersome and intransparent.

• All in all: a lot of extra effort is needed to operate the models and runs.

• Future, dynamic changes in asset mix can not be handled at all – calibration of discounting 

can not depend on the projection itself.

• When discounting is adjusted in the (base) valuation, the load multiplies for risk capital 

assessment – all shocked runs need the same splits.

• The operational complexity extends to interpretation difficulties and – as pointed out for some 

cases in EIOPA findings – unclear or ill risk management incentives.

• When discounting is adjusted only in analysis runs and certain shocks, the same complications 

apply to a lesser degree and operation is cleaner.
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Liquidity premium

• Importance

The ‘code name’ for accessing the literature and 
discussions on spread related adjustments.

• Constitution

A spread in asset prices (bonds) that is:
• beyond the part for expected and unexpected 

credit risk;
• additional premium demanded (and recognized in 

the prices!) for the investor’s risk additional losses  
and transaction costs in cases of (premature) sale.
Note: in risk neutral valuation, usually the 
expected value impact of a risk is zero, for the risk 
neutral calibration creates the balance between 
the upside and the downside. But here we denote 
as risk the potential loss when compared to the 
(imaginary) risk free investment – the net value of 
this expectation is negative.
(It is exactly the necessary premium that creates 
the balance in the end.)

• Naming

Consider bonds promising the very same notional 
cash flows.
• Liquidity premium: spot prices of more liquid 

bonds include a premium. This is factually 
observed for assets that only differ in market 
accessibility, not even in issuer credit risk.

• Illiquidity premium: as less liquid bonds have 
lower current price, their rate of return is higher 
(same payouts on lower investment). For 
insurance we rather care for this view

• Finally these opposing names denote the same 
thing, from different angles.

Consensus on liquidity premium (?)

• Quoted from the CEOIPS Task Force Report on 
Liquidity Premium (2010):
‘Doubts have been expressed as to the compatibility 
of the inclusion of a liquidity premium in the 
calculation of liabilities with the Level 1 text.
Esp. 77.2 of the Directive 2009/138/EC: “the best 
estimate shall correspond to the probability-weighted 
average of future cash-flows, taking account of the 
time value of money, using the relevant risk-free 
interest rate term structure.”
The EC representative confirms however that the 
notion of relevant risk free rate allows for the 
addition of a liquidity premium insofar this premium 
may be earned by insurance undertakings without 
incurring credit risk.’

• Even this very report presents applicability of liquidity 
premium to insurance liabilities as a majority opinion, 
not a common position.

• In literature:
• Several authors and analysis methods confirm 

existence and it being a spread constituent on its 
own right (significant explanatory power).

• Applicability to liabilities is often disputed.
• Attribution / quantification within the total spread 

is a hard nut.
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Illiquidity earning ‘is possible’

Reverse view of recognition in asset prices: buyers of liquid assets, in accepting higher current 

price, provide for the possibility of earning the LP on the illiquid assets.
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Technical notations, abbreviations

• rfr: relevant basic risk free interest rate as used for 
discounting

• rfrscen: per scenario discount rate in the RN valuation

• FCL (financial component of liabilities):
BE value of liabilities + margin for replicable risks

• calculated as EQ(PV0(E(CF|eco)))

• (+) denotes net outgo position

• CF: for simplicity we will denote as CF the modelled 
part where this causes no ambiguity – formally it 
would be E(CF|eco) but the non-modelled part has to 
be addressed separately anyway.

• MVA: market value of assets as observed

• MVA’: market value of assets as implied by the liability 
side valuation approach

• technically: EQ(PV0(E(asset CF|eco)))

• A very humble comment (hold up thinking on it for 
later): in the notation above, we start off with not
assuming any non-replicated risk in the asset 
payouts. Less precisely and more clearly: for the 
asset CF we blindly believe the notional CF, the 
payouts promised by the issuer. Thus E(asset 
CF|eco) is – at start, and for some methods all the 
way through – just (asset CF)scen.

Concepts and high level notations for RN (risk neutral) 

valuation

• We sample the eco scenarios from RN distribution Q.

• We project the CF along each scenario and take 
EQ(PV0(…))
This inherently means that we actually project the 
conditional expected value
E(CF|eco). For understanding the concept and the 
notation:

• E(…): we multiply death benefit amount with death 
probability, do not individually project and evaluate 
the individual outcomes – (…) must be measurable
by Q, can not present risk that is not captured in Q.

• (…|eco): death benefit amount reflects the 
evolution of the investment returns along the 
scenario and the consequent accumulation of 
credited bonus.

• Risks calibrated into Q based on market prices will 
be ascribed market consistent value within 
EQ(PV0(E(CF|eco)) – here we calculate “as a whole”.

• The residual { CF – E(CF|eco) } represents the non 
replicable risks, the value needs to be recognized 
separately through risk margin. E.g. actual death 
count on a policy will be either 0 or 1, never 0.0017 
– the death risk resides in this residual cash flow.

Applicability of RN valuation and its processes and 

parameters

We take as granted the RN valuation as such, and in 
particular the calibration of the scenario generation 
process and the sample size, to be relevant, appropriate
and sufficiently accurate for the business considered. This, 
of course, happens simply by not discussing it in detail.

This would very much be a relevant topic in reality, esp. 
that calibration methods and the variety of risks remaining 
residual to the RN measure highly interact with how the 
scenario data is used in the model and how adjustments 
are performed. For all RN models employ simplifications 
to the structure of prices, discretion is present in which 
market segment we best capture with parameterization, 
with the prices we select to calibrate and validate the 
scenario generation and use. But we must put it out of the 
current scope and, not in charge of actual reporting or 
audit, we can afford the luxury here.
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Technical notations, abbreviations

• rfr: relevant basic risk free interest rate as used for discounting

• rfrscen: per scenario discount rate in the RN valuation

• FCL (financial component of liabilities):
BE value of liabilities + margin for replicable risks

• calculated as EQ(PV0(E(CF|eco)))

• (+) denotes net outgo position

• CF: for simplicity we will denote as CF the modelled part where this causes no ambiguity – formally it 
would be E(CF|eco) but the non-modelled part has to be addressed separately anyway.

• MVA: market value of assets as observed

• MVA’: market value of assets as implied by the liability side valuation approach

• technically: EQ(PV0(E(asset CF|eco)))

• A very humble comment (hold up thinking on it for later): in the notation above, we start off with 
not assuming any non-replicated risk in the asset payouts. Less precisely and more clearly: for the 
asset CF we blindly believe the notional CF, the payouts promised by the issuer. Thus E(asset 
CF|eco) is – at start, and for some methods all the way through – just (asset CF)scen.

Concepts and high level notations for RN (risk neutral) valuation

• We sample the eco scenarios from RN distribution Q.

• We project the CF along each scenario and take EQ(PV0(…))
This inherently means that we actually project the conditional expected value
E(CF|eco). For understanding the concept and the notation:

• E(…): we multiply death benefit amount with death probability, do not individually project and 
evaluate the individual outcomes – (…) must be measurable by Q, can not present risk that is not 
captured in Q.

• (…|eco): death benefit amount reflects the evolution of the investment returns along the scenario 
and the consequent accumulation of credited bonus.

• Risks calibrated into Q based on market prices will be ascribed market consistent value within 
EQ(PV0(E(CF|eco)) – here we calculate “as a whole”.

• The residual { CF – E(CF|eco) } represents the non replicable risks, the value needs to be recognized 
separately through risk margin. E.g. actual death count on a policy will be either 0 or 1, never 0.0017 
– the death risk resides in this residual cash flow.

Applicability of RN valuation and its processes and parameters

We take as granted the RN valuation as such, and in particular the calibration of the scenario generation 
process and the sample size, to be relevant, appropriate and sufficiently accurate for the business 
considered. This, of course, happens simply by not discussing it in detail.

This would very much be a relevant topic in reality, esp. that calibration methods and the variety of risks 
remaining residual to the RN measure highly interact with how the scenario data is used in the model and 
how adjustments are performed. For all RN models employ simplifications to the structure of prices, 
discretion is present in which market segment we best capture with parameterization, with the prices we 
select to calibrate and validate the scenario generation and use. But we must put it out of the current 
scope and, not in charge of actual reporting or audit, we can afford the luxury here.
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Grabbing the valuation gap in notation

This slide does nothing else than putting the known issue into formulae.

We could spot the issue even more precisely via the effort of introducing a notion of leakage. Shortly, it is 

when our modelling framework gives different answers about the portfolio value in terms of market value 

balance sheet vs. present value of future earnings (profits). Value leaks in or out through unclear holes as 

we pass between the two views. Whilst leakage may arise for many modelling subtleties and plain errors, 

the far most important suspect is always the asset valuation.

Important is: in theory a model (under quite reasonable criteria) leaks if and only if the asset value is 

accurately recognized in the liability projection and discounting.

For any individual asset and any definition of book value

Σperiods (PV0(book value return in amount – ΔBV) @ rfrscen)

is easily seen to be equivalent to PV0(asset CF)@rfrscen

In an ALM projection, we can sum up and take aggregate the rule, then take the RN average:

Σperiods (PV0(int on res – Δres)) = PV0(CF assets behind res)

EQ( PV0(int on res – Δres) ) = MVA’IF at t=0 [+ MV’future inv.@t=0]

The model “leaks” value (benefits give away more projected asset earning than asset is valued for in BS) if:

MVA’ > MVA on the opening asset stock (or < but that’s rare), or

MV’0 of future investment > 0 (maybe <).

Beyond pure satisfaction, a leakage-free model allows for human digestible profit by source analysis, 

movement analysis without giving up market consistency, and the criterion itself supports technical quality 

check of models.
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Calibration concerns for decomposition

The problem should be mentioned in this overview, but you may prefer to read these details after 

getting to know the approach itself later on.

• Nature of phenomenon / modelling approach would suggest many attributes to go stochastic 

with interest rates (the spread itself, and to some extent also its split-up). At least credit spreads 

and market implied default probabilities (or FX risk parameters) should respond to movements 

in the risk free curve.

• But: that would involve many standalone parameters for stochastic processes...

• plus a vast amount of correlations. (Not to mention that correlations of core stochastic process 

variables are hard to relate, whilst correlations in output are hard to represent.)

• Assessment of the calibration input involves substantial discretion, plus an infinite number of 

scenarios is needed for only an accurate representation of these inputs.
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Article 44 Relevant financial instruments to derive the basic risk-free interest rates 

1. For each currency and maturity, the basic risk-free interest rates shall be derived on the basis of 

interest rate swap rates for interest rates of that currency, adjusted to take account of credit risk. 

2. For each currency, for maturities where interest rate swap rates are not available from deep, 

liquid and transparent financial markets the rates of government bonds issued in that currency, 

adjusted to take account of the credit risk of the government bonds, shall be used to derive the 

basic risk free-interest rates, provided that, such government bond rates are available from deep, 

liquid and transparent financial markets. 

By the way: what if neither swaps not government bonds trade deep, liquid and transparent 

enough? Whatever the case, basic risk free rate curve is up to EIOPA...
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MCEV Principles G14.4

‘Where a company invests in fixed-income assets which have a yield different to the reference 

rates, the company should make appropriate adjustments to the projected asset cash flows to 

ensure that the asset cash flows, discounted at the reference rates, equal the market value of the 

assets.’

SII technical specifications for the preparatory phase

Valuation of options and guarantees embedded in insurance contracts

(pro) TP.2.105. For the purposes of valuing the best estimate of contractual options and financial 

guarantees, a stochastic simulation approach would consist of an appropriate market-consistent

asset model for projections of asset prices and returns (such as equity prices, fixed interest rate 

and property returns), together with a dynamic model incorporating the corresponding value of 

liabilities (incorporating the stochastic nature of any relevant non-financial risk drivers) and the 

impact of any foreseeable actions to be taken by management.

(con) TP.2.116. Where the future discretionary benefits depend on the assets held by the 

undertaking, the calculation of the best estimate [investment return] should be based on the 

current assets held by the undertaking. [...]

(pro) TP.2.117. The assumptions on the future returns of these assets, valued according to the 

subsection V.1 [ie. on market basis], should be consistent with the relevant risk-free interest term 

structure, including where applicable a matching adjustment or a volatility adjustment. Where a 

risk neutral approach for the valuation is used, the set of assumptions on returns of future 

investments underlying the valuation of discretionary benefits should be consistent with the 

principle that they should not exceed the level given by the forward rates derived from the risk-

free interest rates.

However, if other adjustments (CCP, MA, OFA, VA) are used, CF adjustment is invalid on general 

principle – there should be no double counting.
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‘Risk free bonds’

• In the interest rate markets overview, we concluded not to link the risk free rates to any bonds –

risk free bond is an abstraction whatsoever. (Esp. in CEE.)

• Some derivatives may be used for partial de-risking, then the combination (risky bond + 

derivative) could be closer to a risky bond. Just ‘could’, though.

• This involves other risk sources appearing in our balance sheet.

• Hedge asset outside of the fund has no effect on the liability, plus the deposit requirements 

are hard to meet without access to the underlying bonds.

• Hedge instruments can only be accounted on MV, so the BV accounting of the ‘risk free bond’ 

could not be replicated even if the value could. Thus hedge asset within the fund rather adds 

noise than protection to the BV return, augmenting the guarantee price instead of decreasing 

it.

• Anyway, hypothetic calculation with hypothetic risk free bonds is still a benchmark for other 

methods. Just don’t think it’s real.

Controversial movements

Not unexpected as we aligned two things that were different, but hard to explain the true nature 

of the adjustment. 
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Explanation of full CF adjustment

• The numerical example is for a bond with market value equal to the nominal. 

• We calculate the implied probability of default so that the (expected, market value based) return 
of the fund becomes 2%

• This – either as a decrement on the number of bonds or as a generic asset loss cash flow – is 
achieved by attributing an annual 2% loss to the credit default risk.

Simplification warning

• Of course, you can have a coupon rate higher than the risk free rate without an implied loss.

• E.g. a German coupon bond from 2011H1 nowadays has higher value than nominal (for rates have 
dropped) ‒ and no spread for potential losses.

A smarter – and more realistic – risk representation

• We assume the default risk comprise of two possible outcomes: no loss or 50% net loss.

• The implied probability distribution is as indicated to get the average return to the MC level.

• Finally and most importantly: we first calculate the PS for each case and average only afterwards.

‘Scientific’ explanation

• We thought to have a close to perfect match to the liability before the guarantee: the bond payout 
is very close to the liability in each scenario. (Moreover the hidden assumption of RN valuation is 
that the liability can be replicated with a dynamic strategy of fixed income instruments that are 
properly priced by the scenario set.)

• However, the exposure is barely exposed to default risk – protected by the TIR guarantee – while 
the asset we have is. This risk is not represented by the scenarios and can not be priced (our 
interest rate, be it stochastic or just a base curve, was calibrated for risk free instruments). This is 
why we could only use a ‘flat’ loss cash flow in the scenario based projection to offset the excess 
return. The conditional expected value of the implied loss on default, with respect to the scenario 
data, is flat 2%.

• As soon as we consider the residual risk – the default risk of our net balance sheet – we find that a 
liability option on this was left out of the valuated. It was ‘sheltered’ by the flat payout on the 
excess return, but only a bit smaller than that in value. The flat 2% is in each case an average from 
a very skew distribution and (implied loss – E(implied loss|eco)) ≡ (implied loss – 2%) is not any less 
skew. An important option is written on this residual risk that our scenarios can not capture.

• Very briefly: we were far from a perfect match and most of what appeared a valuation gap was 
rather the option price of a non-replicated asset risk.

• Perfect match within the asset universe we can price with the risk neutral pricing is a relative thing, 
and can only be measured from outside. The more relevant risks you find outside it’s reach (it’s 
linear space) the more a perfect internal match becomes insufficient. Here default risk was 
‘outside’ and very relevant.
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Article 77c

Calculation of the matching adjustment

(a) The matching adjustment must be equal to the difference of the following:

(i) the annual effective rate, calculated as the single discount rate that, where applied to the cash 

flows of the portfolio of insurance or reinsurance obligations, results in a value that is equal to 

the [market] value ... of assigned assets; 

(ii) the annual effective rate, calculated as the single discount rate that, where applied to the cash 

flows of the portfolio of insurance or reinsurance obligations, results in a value that is equal to 

the value of the best estimate of the portfolio of insurance or reinsurance obligations where 

the time value of money is taken into account using the basic risk-free interest rate term 

structure; 

(b) The matching adjustment must not include the fundamental spread reflecting the risks retained 

by the insurance or reinsurance undertaking.

The draft Delegated Act specifies that (b) means substraction, so

MA = IRRA – IRRL – FSpr.
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Legend – for what could be a structure to derive parameters

Don’t forget it’s just a game. For simplicity, description is written as if it was real.

The left column of green cells represents our assessment of how the total spread in the market 

prices can be attributed to risk factors affecting the reference buyer. For each risk there is an 

expectation (e.g. FX devaluation in line with current FX forward rates) and an unpredictability. 

The latter we denote as MVM, though the particular methodology of calculating the insurance 

MVM may not apply directly to other market players. However the concept of opportunity cost 

on capital at risk is quite generic and can be treated as general, regardless of how it does or does 

not appear in books.

The second column presents how we assess these risk to relate to insurance business through the 

investments.

Market consistency primarily applies in the left column adding up to the observed spread. Usually 

we set up models where the second column also does add up to the same (rather, there is no 

distinction between insurance aspects and common aspects of the underlying risks and there is 

not even a second column thought of) – this, however, can be waivered if we can firmly present a 

difference in nature. We do calibrate on the true prices where considering marketed instruments 

(left column), but the specifics of insurance and those of the company deviate from the marketed 

set of instruments and require a marked to model assessment of these factors (second column). 

Once we entered these cash flow and risk elements to the set of reference prices, we can use 

them as building blocks to model and price our insurance company.

Notations

• cost type: expected loss vs. MVM type of loss (cost of capital for unexpected loss)

• principle for insurance pricing

• Special Account cash flow adjustment: loss that emerges directly on the invested assets, so 

is included in the fund return and the profit sharing basis

• General Account cash flow adjustment: loss that emerges as capital cost or hedge cost (it is 

very unlikely that any material part of it can be transferred into the fund return, we argued 

for this in a note to the full CF adjustment method)

• implied Probability of Default: in effect, quite the same as SA CF adjustment but a 

decrement seems more natural (there is some minuscule difference in reinvestment 

patterns of the ALM if we model via decrements)
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Transferability calculation example

For the cash flow losses – and the quite similar default probabilities – per cause, we can estimate a 

loss given default distribution and a loss event probability, which yields figures on how much of the 

loss can be transferred to the profit participation scheme. As the losses tend to exhibit sparse and 

skew tails, this transferability rate will be low in general.

Conclusion – inputs to cash flow model

Attributing the total spread to individual factors allows us to place the consequent cash and CoC

flows accurately in our projection.

CoC can barely pass through to the investment fund – the investment risks are not borne by the 

policyholder, so the risk and the capital charge is at the insurer. This can be translated to a hedge 

programme where risk is translated to a less volatile consolidated loss – but that’s still the insurer’s 

book (see argument in the notes for full CF adjustment).

Some CF losses do arise within the investment fund  
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Asset side buildup

• book value: amortized aquisition cost, fairly 

close to the nominal (we model with coupon 

bonds)

• risk free: notional asset cash flows 

discounted at initial risk free curve

• risk spread: discount rate includes all of 

spread except illiquidity

• Illiquidity effect: we finally add the illiquidity 

to the discount curve to get the actual MV of 

opening bonds.

• MV @ gov + spread to earn: we add the 

expected present value of future spread 

earnings to the MVA (these two will be used 

to finance our liability)

Liability side buildup

• before adjust: the risk neutral discounted 

value of the notional asset cash flows of the 

opening assets (the high end of the 

unadjusted gap)

• credit: we deduct CoC and loss on default (as 

decrement) for unexpected and expected 

credit risk

• other risk: we attribute cash flow loss and 

CoC to further risk components that are 

relevant for us

• total run-off: we have obtained the value 

that we will project in the investment 

earning and will thus surely feed the profit 

sharing scheme

• CoC: cost of risk capital directly impacts the 

value (does not pass through PS)

• intransferable: finally, we will (in 

expectation) distribute more to the profit 

sharing scheme than what we earn, given 

the aforementioned convexity

The net gap (which we believe is right to load 

on our portfolio value) is the difference 

between the last items of the two sides.
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Impact of future assets (reinvestment)

• If we continue in the future to invest in similar assets, thus traded with spreads implied from 

the same current prices, the situation gets worse.

• Our future earnings from the spread will increase – but these feed the profit sharing scheme –, 

and so will the CoC and intransferable losses from these assets. (Of course, we are still far 

better off than projecting future investments in risky assets and not adjusting at all.)

• Summary: in this example, the adjusted gap is still far higher than the opening total difference in 

MVA for the spread, and in total a very material figure.

Settings we used:

• 2009Q4 HUF curves (moderate spread, yield curve far above TIR of 2.25%),

• portfolio started in 2005, so not very small and still increasing, gradually running out by 2020

• parameters all in all close to the ’65% of spread other than credit can be earned’ rule 

adopted by the EU in 2014 – and for that I felt struggling to put the necessary amounts into 

all the relevant places, heavily relying on the FX argument that did the most of it

• The value of the company – using this adjustment method, and before all other MVM and EC 

– came out around 2% of the current asset value. With the inclusion of future investments, 

the gross gaps approaches 15% and the net is around 8%. 
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Problems of assumption setting for CF decomposition

• In the example we have selected a flat split-up scheme and still there are a lot of items in it with 

no traded assets for reference (it’s exactly the point that there are no better reference prices).

• Disproportionate split (e.g. illiquidity being zero if the overall spread is below a threshold) could 

be argued for, augmenting parameter ambiguity.

• The more this split-up matters for our final outcome the more we should consider modelling 

spreads correlated with the stochastic interest rates. Correlations are (nearly?) always 

established on the basis of historical observations and not market implied, so more correlated 

stochastic factors expose our overall model to higher parameter risk. Even worse, spread 

distribution tends to be skew and to represent even skewer underlying risks, which makes 

modelling and calibration a greater effort and slows down simulation convergence.

Some relief

• However the end results hardly depends on anything else than the proportion of the spread 

that can be earned. Losses are either immediately out of PS scope or qualifying for PS but 

practically intransferable, let alone very special situations.

• If we focus on just this factor, we have chances for a (more) simple model.
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Scenario generation and risk management

Would be interesting to test this on other interest rate models (1-factor Hull-White is a short rate 

model and may overestimate the volatility saving on longer durations).
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Return on cash asset

• If projected investment return on cash is less than discount rate, MVA’(cash) < MVA(cash).

• Also any equity returns must be shifted up accordingly.
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Risk charge waiver on sovereign default risk

For the (low) risk of the government defaulting in the local currency, there are costs for the country 

far beyond whether and how insurer’s can fund the policy payouts. It might be pragmatic not to 

put too much of this risk onto the insurance product prices.
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